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Although the goal of my journey was the Belgian Congo, I took the

opportunity of passing through the United States of America, That, it is true,
is not the most direct route, but it is the most interesting.

I spent a fortnight in the United States, I saw president Roosevelt

and various other distinguished Americans, At the Senate I had a long interview

with the Commission of Foreign Affairs of that assembly, I made many contacts

with Belgian circles in the States, During my all too short stay, I saw that

groat country at work.

In President Roosevelt I found the strong personality of a great leader

who, providentially, at one of the most critical moments in the history of the

world, stands at one of the principal centres of influence and of action, I

admired his calm serenity, and the impression of strength that he creates about

him.

Everywhere in American official circles and in the Press I found a keen

desire for information about how things were going in Europe, and, in particular,

as my presence provided an opportunity, about the position of Belgium in the war,

I had to answer innumerable questions on the war policy of the Belgian Government,
which I summarized thus: to carry on the struggle, to the end, beside our great

allies, with all the means at our disposal.

There are many Belgians in the United States, I refer not only to those

who have found a refuge there during the war, but also to those thousands of

families which, having been grafted, on to American soil, sometimes for generations

past
y

combine with, their loyalty to their new Homeland feelings of traditional

affection for the country of their origin.

I will not attempt to describe to you the industrial activity of the

United States, The subject is one with which you are familiar, and I doubt

whether I could tell you anything that you do not know already. The creative

power of that country is unlimited, whether it is a question of raw materials,

equipment, labour or excellence of manufacturing methods.

From North America to Africa is a long stretch, even by air, and as my

time was limited I could not stop, as I should have liked to do, in Brasil, I

did, however, spend a few days in the State of para. There I was able to take

note of the fact that, .even before the declaration of war which ranged Brazil on

our side, the public spirit of the nation was already extremely favourable to the

Allied cause, I received expressions of sympathy towards my country which moved

me profoundly.

On arrival in the Congo, I was struck by the magnificent sight that meets

the eye in the capital, Leopoldville, that fine, modern city, widely spread on the

bank of the Congo ,river. To me it was a thrilling spectacle, epitomizing the

great effort accomplished in Africa by my compatriots since, hardly sixty years ago,

Stanley and his companions disembarked in the heart of the bush, where to-day
exists the most active European and industrial centre in all Equatorial Africa,

It was not ray intention, when I undertook this journey, to visit the Congo,

Even by aeroplane, a tour in the Colony Would have taken too long, so great are

the distances. Besides that, my mind was .occupied with different considerations

from those that in ordinary times might inspire a traveller anxious to see the

country. First of all, I had to study, with my colleague the Minister of the

Colonies, who had preceded me in the journey to the Congo, and with the Belgian
authorities on the spot, many problems of government and administration,

especially from the point of view of our participation in the war effort.
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Rather than spend long weeks in travelling iron place to place, I thought it

none practical to work with Leopoldville as a centre, and to meet there all the

colonial personages with whom I had to confer, Thus, during my stay, all the

Provincial Governors net together in Leopoldville, and I was able to collect, in

a very short time, theynecessary information, and to consider, - with the Colonial

Minister and the Governor-General, the solution of the principal problems that

called for attention. For nearly a month we prepared end took-decisions which,
iron a distance, would have been indefinitely delayed, It was a pleasure to me

also to take the opportunity of expressing the great interest and attachment of

the Belgian metropolis for its African empire, and I was glad to find that our a

intentions were understood.

The Congo has achieved a remarkable development from the economic point of

view. Its mineral production includes most of the metals that are useful to

the war industries. There are, for instance, copper and tin. The Katanga mines

- to mention only the largest - bear comparison with the most advanced installations

in the World both in, equipment and in the methods by which the working; and

utilization of the ore are carried on, Almost the whole of the output of copper
is dealt with On the spot and the metal is exported in the form of ingots, The

agricultural production of the Belgian Colony is also very large,’ I may mention

cotton, and the palm oil which is used for various purposes and notably in the

composition of edible fats. The Congo basin lends itself to thee production pf•
rubber, .Before the war, however, as economic circumstances were unfavourable

to that" industry, there were few plantations in the Congo, In view, of the present
need for this raw material, a great effort' is now being made to develop the

plantations and at the same time to extend the practice of rubber-gathering in

theforests. Investigations-recently made show that the production of rubber

will notably exceed the first estimates for this year, and-next,

Since the beginningof the War, the whole of the exportable resources

of the Congo have been placed at the disposal of the Allies, in accordance with

commercial agreements which have been successively renewed and are still in

force.

The Congo is at this moment, and is becoming more and. more, a great

crossroads in the world’s communications, whether by air, river or land. Its

airfields are multiplying in number, and the amount of material carriedby

railway, road and water is constantly increasing. In all the industries the

managements of the undertakings have achieved astonishing results with, the native

labour. The employers are full of praise for the application of the, natives

to their work, and for the intelligence and conscientiousness with which they
fulfil the tasks allotted to thenm

The native population in the great industrial centres, such as Leopoldville
and Elisabethville, are installed in vast native, cities containing as many as

50,000 inhabitants, which a foreign colonial recently told me were the best of

their kind in Africa at present, from the point of view of health and planning
of the, dwellings,

Belgian policy in the Congo, however, is not directed solely towards the

multiplication of industrial centres, It also aims at improving the life of

the native in his normal setting. The ideal towards which it, is working is the

native holding and the establishment and development of healthy families, living

on their own crops and selling thesurplus of their agricultural produce, using

the resulting profit to buy extra food, clothing and other merchandise necessary

to a life that is moving towards a better stage of civilization.

In short, the dominating concern ofthe Belgian Government and of the

colonial authorities has been for many year's in the direction of a social and

civilizing mission far more than towards a purely economic development. Is not
that, when all is said, the real justification of all colonial enterprise: to

bring the reign of peace to populations among whom not long ago wars and murderous

practices were a permanent condition; to bring them security, administration of

impartial justice, the development of an economic activity in which the native

takes a direct share and of which he reaps the profit in a free life.
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The merits of this policy my he judged from the achievements or our colonists

in the Congo and the progress made through hygiene and education. Thirty years ago,
there were still entire regions that were decimated by sleeping, sickness end other

deadly diseases such as smallpox* To-day those diseases, have all hut disappeared,
thanks to prophylactic measures, vaccination, the destruction of morbid germs and

land drainage*

Teaching is given, in large numbers of primary, secondary and technical schools,
which are attended by 300,000 children and young people* I visited several of these

educational establishments in Leopoldville, and the surrounding district. They hear

comparison with any similar institution in Europe*

The results of this policy are expressed, among other ways, in a real attachment

of the native population to the country which has undertaken this work for their

welfare. The loyalty of the native populations to Belgium is unfailing. The

natives argue in this, way; if the Germans have behaved with such savagery, towards the

white populations of Europe in tho invaded countries, how would they tread us, if they
were to extend their conquests as far as our country?

One of the most shining proofs of the fidelity of the native populations is the

manner in which they are serving in the ranks of our Colonial Army. I have seen these

fine troops, both on parade and at work. Their training leaves nothing to be

desired, and they are proud of the modem armaments with which they are now provided.
The Belgian offloors who command then have every confidence in then. That confidence,

moreover, has been justified by events; in the last war,, at the time of the East

African campaign and the taking of Tabora; more recently, in the course of the present

war, by tho brilliant participation of the Belgian colonial troops in the conquest

of Abyssinia.

While I was there, I was able to observe that the Congo entertained the happiest

relations with the African Powers, and I would mention hero in this connection

particularly Couth-Africa, which is making so effective, a- contribution to tho Allied

war effort under tho guidance of General Smuts, that statesman and great leader.

I cannot refrain from referring to tho cordial hospitality with which I was

received, on my return journey, in the British West African colonies. In my halts in

Nigeria, the Gold Coast, Sierra Leone and Gambia, I was able to appreciate, the extent

of the colonizing effort of Great Britain, Everywhere I met with native populations
that were active and prosperous, and could admire the magnificent system of roads which

is one of the principal causes of the development of those regions.

Belgium takes no selfish view with regard to the of the Congo, We know that

the war is one, and must be conducted as a whole* We conceive the defence of our

colonial Empire in solidarity with our British Allies, with Fighting France and,

finally, with America whose troops first detachments have just landed in the Congo.

All together, we shall carry on the struggle until the day when the German menace

will be removed from the centre of Africa as well as from the Channel ports. Only

victory over German barbarism will save the civilising work undertaken by the free

nations, who place human dignity and spiritual values in the forefront, far above

brute force.
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